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Executive
Summary.
Personalized marketing continues to grow increasingly
popular among digital customers. All the evidence points
to generic marketing solutions being a thing of the past,
resulting in low conversions and spend inefficiencies. Yet,
businesses continue to target audiences with short-term
conversion CTAs, potentially risking long-term customer
interest, loyalty, and retention.
This whitepaper explores two key marketing strategies that
health and beauty businesses can effectively implement in
their digital campaigns in response to dynamic buyer trends.
It follows market research conducted by a collaboration
of ReMake and Mymyne on situational targeting and
versioning; two digital approaches required in adapting to
various customer demands.
There’s a growing need to create customized engagement
strategies, deployed during the right situational segment and
via the most appropriate channels. If you’re not doing this
already, then now is a good time to start.
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Key
Findings.
Ҧ Health and beauty audiences rely heavily on usergenerated content (UGC) when purchasing online.
Ҧ Using situational targeting is effective in identifying
‘situations’ where audiences are most likely to engage
with UGC.
Ҧ Personalization significantly improves customer
experience, driving a reduction in acquisition costs and
increase in revenue.
Ҧ Communicating with audiences in the right ‘situation’
with tailored content versioning delivers significant
improvements in customer success and engagement.
Ҧ Situational targeting and versioning technologies
empower businesses to pivot and optimize marketing
campaigns amidst changing digital landscapes.
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Situational
Targeting.
Mymyne’s Situational Targeting Technology
(STT) identifies audiences based on their
browsing environment or ‘situation’ to deliver
the right content, at the right time, in the right
place, and on the right device, to maximise
campaign effectiveness. STT avoids the use of
cookies, device IDs or personally identifiable
information, offering a long-term solution to the
privacy crunch.

How does Mymyne’s Situational Targeting
Technology work?
Ҧ

Mymyne utilizes 1.1 billion data points to
create 320 addressable audiences known as
‘situational segments’.

Ҧ

Each ‘situational segment’ uses a unique
combination of ‘engagement factors’ like
browsing environment, data connection
and stress levels to predict how audiences
engage.

Ҧ

Situational segments are used to
target audiences and can be deployed
programmatically across mobile, OOH, CTV,
and desktop.
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81%

of modern
consumers are browsing
away from their laptops,
in many different
environments and
situations.
These immediate
conditions, during a
shopper’s experience,
increasingly determine how
consumers and customers
react to marketing content.

Situational
Targeting.
Customers browsing on
public Wi-Fi in Starbucks
taking a morning break will
engage very differently from
someone browsing at work
in between tasks.

Why Situational Targeting Technology?
Customer engagement differs across
situational segments among retail verticals,
as displayed in Fig.1. Differentiation is also
apparent between different brands and
different content.
The four most significant advantages of
situational targeting are:
Ҧ
Ҧ
Ҧ
Ҧ

Customers with young
children are more likely
to have quality online
browsing time shortly
before bed than individuals
without young children.

Future proof - PII and cookie-free.
Performance driven - identifies audiences
when they’re ready to engage.
Omnichannel - digital, OOH, mobile, and
programmatic.
Straightforward deployment - managed
service or integration with client DSP.

Audience Engagement
CPG

Total
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Situational
Targeting.
What can situational targeting tell us about health and beauty audiences?
The way health and beauty audiences engage with digital content has changed significantly
during the pandemic. COVID-19 health and safety measures have continued to limit consumers’
ability to try out beauty products in store, prompting a significant shift to online purchasing.
Recent research has identified:

61%

		
of health and beauty audiences consider UGC
(user-generated content) to be the most important factor in a
purchase decision.
A close second to UGC is the use of AR beauty
(’virtual makeup’ apps).

In a recent campaign, Mymyne used situational
targeting to identify ‘situations’ with
engagement factors conducive to engaging
with UGC and AR beauty - low stress, strong
data connection, time, seeking entertainment to deliver the following results:

40%

uplift in engagement
with UGC

130%

uplift in use of AR beauty

30%

uplift in direct sales
performance
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Versioning.
The concept of content versioning considers
every essential factor that affects a customer’s
browsing and shopping experience. This includes
language, consumer knowledge, display and
content scenarios. Market-wide data shows that
personalization remains a real priority to the
modern customer:

71%
36%
91%
63%
66%
83%
90%
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Reports show that genuinely
personal and relevant
customer experiences
result in a 50% reduction in
acquisition cost and a 15%
increase in revenue.1

of consumers feel frustrated when a shopping
experience is impersonal.2
of consumers say retailers need to do more to offer
personalized experiences.3
of consumers say they are more likely to shop with
brands that provide offers and recommendations
that are relevant to them.4
of consumers will stop buying from brands that use
poor personalization tactics.5
of consumers say encountering impersonal content
would stop them from making a purchase.6
of consumers feel frustrated when a shopping
experience is impersonal.7
of consumers are willing to share their data to
create a more personalized experience.8
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Versioning.
Content versioning enables companies to deliver their message most effectively for the
most positive response. Versioning focuses on specific needs, communicating through
stimulating imagery, case scenarios, and inferences. Content would entice audiences
by appealing to them with ideas and solutions applicable to them and their immediate
environments.
The need for versioning in appealing to the customer’s needs remains a priority through
modern marketing and advertising. Trends suggest a need for digital marketers to redirect
audience responses from immediate call-to-actions (CTAs) situated in digital campaigns.
Common examples of CTAs including "Buy Now" and "Click Here" are positioned only to
convert rather than cater to customer needs or provide a solution.
How can versioning technology help health
and beauty brands?
The marketing landscape is seeing an
increased focus on customer feedback, data,
and personalized message. Digital technology
can support health and beauty businesses in
meeting customer demands with improved
speed, efficiency and tailored content.
An advanced, in-house versioning solution
like ReMake can be used to adapt content and
marketing approaches according to ‘audience
situation’, on a local and global scale. The
platform enables a brand to preserve its
core message, whilst providing the flexibility
to deliver that message using content
appropriate to the recipients’ ‘situation’,
taking account of ‘engagement factors’ like
browsing environment, stress levels and data
connection.

85%+

Businesses that are automating their
versioning process are seeing notable cost
and time benefits, too. According to Forrester’s
Total Economic Impact (TEI) cost and benefit
analysis, creative designers reduced their
production times by 85%+ through embracing
SaaS solutions such as ReMake, meaning
not only huge cost savings, but an 85%+
return in resource time. Providing them
with more capacity to create and pivot their
focus to effective
content versioning and
personalization.9

1.75hrs

TM
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reduction in production
time

saved per content version

Conclusion.
Situational targeting and versioning is critical to customer
engagement. When both approaches are combined, they can
yield significant results.
Personalized marketing is now a must-have for effective digital engagement. Marketers
can significantly improve campaign performance by integrating both situational targeting
and versioning at the same time - reaching out to audiences during the right situational
segment and with the right approach. The combination of versioning and situational
targeting brings the holy grail of mass one-to-one communication a big step closer,
without the need for complex infrastructure. Companies can align remote capabilities
with core objectives that drive the customer journey by conveying a definitive message
via a versioning and situational targeting approach that appeals and is relevant to their
audience.
For health and beauty brands, current trends and an increased focus on UGC suggest a
need for situational targeting and versioning to target audiences with branded content
when they’re busy, whilst providing them with access to UGC when they have the time to
truly engage.
As lockdowns lift and behaviours continue to shift, technologies such as ReMake and
Mymyne’s STT can empower businesses to pivot with speed amidst ever-changing digital
landscapes; ensuring optimum audience engagement levels are maintained through the
delivery of pertinent content, via the most appropriate channels and ‘situations’.
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Get in touch.
Mymyne and ReMake would love to talk to you about your
situational targeting and versioning needs.

Mymyne works with advertisers and
their Agencies, to deliver Situational
Analysis, Activation and Attribution.
Our technology integrates with Integral
Ad Science for fraud prevention
and brand safety, and with Adloox,
DoubleVerify, Oracle Moat, and Kochava
to provide independent attribution and
measurement.

ReMake is a secure, brutally simple
content versioning platform that
empowers any team, anywhere in the
world, to take any piece of content
and adapt thousands of versions with
uncompromised accuracy, before
deploying directly to social, in minutes.
And all at a fraction of the price of an
agency.

Situational targeting can also be
delivered as a managed service or as an
audience into advertiser or agencies’
existing media buying platforms.

Get in touch with the ReMake team at:
oliver@remake.video

Get in touch with the Mymyne team at:
john@mymyne.ai
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